
May 14, 2020

Honorable Jim McGovern
Chairman
Committee on Rules
H-312 The Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515

Chairman McGovern,

H.Res. 965 as drafted gives significant authority to you as the Chairman of the House Rules 
Committee to publish guidance on how remote committee proceedings will be conducted. There 
are many technical and procedural issues that need to be considered. As such, I submit to you the 
following questions and points of consideration in altering the House Rules to allow for virtual 
proceedings, including committee hearings, markups. and depositions. In working to ensure the 
House upholds its institutional health and adheres to the centuries of precedent upon which its 
authority and legitimacy rests, we fear that too rapid of action to adopt virtual proceedings will 
result in irrecoverable, unintended consequences. We do believe that the House needs to return to 
business as soon as possible; the work of the House is essential not only to the legislative branch 
but to American democracy. However, we do not take such actions lightly and fully expect all 
aspects of any element of committee changes to be not only thoroughly developed but vetted and 
tested. As such, in addressing these points of concern we offer our services and partnership in 
working together to craft solutions to return the House to service, whether virtually or in person, 
to the American People, as soon as possible. 

Below you will find listed our questions and points of concern that have yet been considered or 
addressed regarding the House’s adoption of virtual proceedings. 

HYBRID HEARINGS

Technological Requirements

Question 1: Will the House require a virtual platform and supporting applications to be 
FEDRAMP compliant? If so, what will the process be and who will the authority be for 
vetting and approving the platforms and applications to instill confidence among 
Members that cybersecurity concerns have been addressed?

Question 2: An essential aspect of in-person hearings is a Member’s ability to view the 
reactions and actions of his/her fellow Members on the dais. Additionally, and just as 



essential to a hearing, are the participants’ ability to see who is ‘present’ at any given 
time. Virtual proceedings are capable of providing a substitute for these abilities by 
employing a multi-thumbnail viewing panel of all panelists at a hearing, commonly 
referred to as a ‘brady-bunch’ view. Is the House going to ensure that this viewing 
capability is a required function of all official committee business to ensure Member 
attendance, recognition, and interaction?

Question 3: Precise timing capabilities are essential for both fairness and record keeping. 
Thus far, no virtual platforms offer a built-in official timing application for use during 
committee proceedings. Whatever function is adopted to overcome this shortfall must be 
standardized across committees to ensure Member confidence and familiarity, as well as 
to ensure adequate recordkeeping by stenographers. 

Question 4: Will the House require all committee proceedings to be livestreamed? 
Livestreaming hearings to the public is an essential element to maintain an open and 
transparent democracy. Prior to COVID-19, all House hearings that did not contain 
confidential information were open to the public to attend and were streamed on C-
SPAN. To protect the integrity of virtual proceedings and to ensure that the House does 
not take steps backward in its commitment to public accessibility, all official committee 
business, including markups, must be livestreamed. To account for any security breaches 
or errors, a 15 second delay may be considered to protect House Members and sensitive 
information. 

Question 5: Will a back-channel messaging application be adopted as a standard across 
the House virtual platform? As Members and staff are familiar with, off-the-record, 
constant, and reliable communication during a hearing is essential to support a Member. 
Virtual hearings introduce difficulties in achieving the same easily accessible 
communication and as a result Members, personal staff, and committee staff must be 
equipped with standardized messaging tools to overcome this challenge. These tools will 
be expected to foster easy communication from Member to Member, personal staff to 
Member, committee staff to Member, committee staff to personal staff, personal staff to 
personal staff, and vice versa.  Whether the tools be an application of the virtual platform 
or provided through an additional program, they must be off-the-record, ensure privacy, 
and ensure that the content of messages is erased after the conclusion of the interaction. 

Question 6: Will the House expand committee staffing and resources to allow committees 
to hire dedicated IT personnel to assist Members in real-time during proceedings? 
Similarly, will the House require that all official proceedings have an IT staffer promoted 
as a participant on the dais to immediately address all IT issues to ensure that all 
Members ‘present’ are able to participate? We deem it essential that Members receive 
immediate attention upon experiencing technical difficulties to ensure that their 
participation in the hearing or markup is not negatively affected in any way. 

Question 7: Will the House offer a standardized, comprehensive training course and 
further advancement resources for Members to ensure they gain familiarity and achieve 
proficiency in the virtual platform and messaging applications? If so, what supporting 



office will be in charge of creating and distributing this training? Will the training be 
deemed ‘mandatory,’ similar to cybersecurity and workplace rights trainings? The 
training course and additional resource materials should be developed in a nonpartisan 
way. 

Question 8: Will the House work closely with the Office of the Clerk and the 
Government Printing Office to ensure that all official proceedings are conducted using a 
platform off of which an accurate transcript can be transcribed and that all materials 
provided will be done so in keeping with the current practices for producing official 
documents?

Question 9: Has the House closely partnered with the Chief Administrative Officer to 
ensure that the CAO’s support IT services are sufficient to address all Members’ needs? 
Similarly, has the House coordinated with the CAO regarding virtual platform readiness 
and on-hand resources needed to certify that multiple official proceedings can take place 
at the simultaneously?

Question 10: Will the House ensure that all Members are equipped with highspeed 
internet hotspots and WIFI to ensure no barriers to participation?

Procedural Requirements

Question 11: Will the House make it clear that virtual proceedings are only to be used in 
cases of extreme and extraordinary circumstances, and that if enacted will sunset upon a 
set deadline? The changes that the House is considering regarding its adoption of remote 
technology is not simply a change in rules, but rather a drastic change in the very nature 
of the House. The change should not be adopted as a new normal, nor as a new option for 
remote work that is on the table from here on out when the House faces a crisis. For over 
230 years, the House has faced challenges, crisis, pandemics, and horrors. Never once has 
it shrunk in its duty to govern. We strongly encourage the House to uphold this integral 
aspect of the institution’s legitimacy. 

Question 12: Will the House respect individual Members’ wishes to conduct business in-
person? Should a member feel uncomfortable with the technology or oppose the House’s 
adoption of virtual proceedings, will the House ensure that Members retain the ability to 
‘attend’ all official proceedings in person?

Question 13: Will the House respect and adherence to current committee rules requiring a 
set quorum of Members to be ‘present’?  Quorum requirements of committees must still 
be adhered to and the House must leave it up to committees to alter their rules as they see 
fit to define whether virtual attendees should be counted toward an official quorum. 
Should virtual “attendance” be accepted to count toward a quorum, committees must 
enact requirements to ensure an adequate number of Members of the minority are present 
to conduct a bipartisan hearing. 



Question 14: Should the House adopt a standardized platform on which to conduct virtual 
hearings? Member deliberation is an essential function that must not only be 
technologically supported but adjusted for in a way by which Members feel empowered 
and equipped. Dialogue and input from Members are vital to the committee process, as is 
livestreaming deliberations to the public to ensure an open and transparent committee 
process. As a result, Member decorum and respect should be emphasized to the highest 
degree. The power to mute a participant should be reserved solely for unintended audio 
purposes, and recordings of proceedings should only be held from release due to 
nefarious intervention by a third party. 

Question 15: Press access is vital to ensure transparency. How will the House substitute 
press access that was available in-person within the virtual platform? One 
recommendation is to reserve at least 10 percent of “seats” available on the hearing 
platform for members of the press. Both the majority and minority should be allowed to 
invite at least two members of the press in advance of the virtual proceedings. 

Question 16: Similar to Question 3, adequate committee timing is essential for the 
procedural legitimacy of a hearing. Echoing the earlier sentiments expressed in Question 
3, we reassert that a standardized timing tool be adopted by the House and made familiar 
to Members to ensure fairness, deliberation, and legitimacy of official virtual hearings. 

Question 17: All Members reserve the right to submit documents for the record at any 
time throughout an official committee hearing, as well as during markups. The House has 
yet to assess a virtual platform that allows for the sharing of documents between 
participants (other than a share-screen mode, which does not fulfill the needs of Members 
to have full access to the document being discussed). How will the House address 
document sharing in a secure way that ensure access to the document in real time by all 
Members on the dais, personal staff, and committee staff?

VIRTUAL MARKUPS

Technological Requirements

Question 18: A Member’s ability to vote and the record of that vote are essential 
functions to ensure the legitimacy and transparency of the committee markup process. 
Will the House issue procedures to ensure the validity of markup votes performed 
virtually? How will such votes be confirmed and/or doubly authorized by the Member? 
How can the cybersecurity of these votes be reliable? What safeguards can the House put 
in place to ensure confidence in the virtual markup process? In House Resolution 756, the 
Clerk is directed to develop an online data base of all votes taken at the committee level, 
beginning with the 116th Congress. Will all virtual committee votes be included in this 
data base?

Question 19: The visualization of real time markup language will drastically improve 
Member communication, understanding, and deliberation as committees work to adopt 
the markup process to a virtual platform. What steps are the House taking to adopt 



applications or programs to assist with the virtual markup process? How can these tools 
be used to increase transparency of the markup process (i.e.: use of standardized 
legislative format; all bills machine readable and text searchable.)? 

Note: The questions and points expressed above in Questions 1-10 similarly apply to 
virtual markup proceedings. Although these questions and points are not re-listed here, 
they are essential topics to be considered and addressed should the House adopt virtual 
mark-ups. 

Procedural Requirements

Question 20: Similar to Question 18, how will House uphold the standards of legitimacy 
and transparency of voice votes during virtual committee markups? To ensure 
accountability, security, and confidence we recommend that the House strongly consider 
regulation requiring all virtual markup voice votes to occur in a format where all 
Members are visible on screen and that each Member confirms his/her vote (aye or nay) 
by typing it in the chat function to be visible by all Members, the Chair, and the Clerk. 

Question 21: Similar to Question 17, Members’ ability to submit amendments for 
consideration at the last minute is not only an essential element of a markup, but also a 
very common one. How will the House ensure that Members retain this power and that 
Members have a secure, efficient way of submitting last minute amendments for 
consideration and for the record? Although screen sharing is one option, it does not fulfill 
the need of other Members, committee staff, and the clerk gaining full access to the 
document to review and retain for records. 

Question 22: Will the House institute strict guidance on when remote markups are 
acceptable and/or considered legitimate? As expressed in Question 11, the changes that 
the House is considering regarding its adoption of remote technology is not simply a 
change in rules, but rather a drastic change in the very nature of the House. Any changes 
to the committee markup process to adopt it to a virtual platform should not be adopted as 
a new normal, nor as a new option for remote work that is on the table from here on out 
when the House faces a crisis. We strongly encourage the House to uphold this integral 
aspect of the institution’s legitimacy.

Note: The questions and points expressed above in Questions 11-17 similarly apply to 
virtual markup proceedings. Although these questions are not re-listed here, they are 
essential topics to be considered and addressed should the House adopt virtual mark-ups 
and wish to adhere to House procedural precedent. 

VIRTUAL DEPOSITIONS

Technological Requirements

Question 23: In alignment with what has been described in Question 4, Will the House 
require all virtual committee depositions to be livestreamed? Livestreaming depositions 



to the public is essential in maintaining transparency and accountability. It should be 
required that all depositions, not otherwise classified, be viewable to the public similar to 
the recommended action for livestreamed committee hearings and markups. A 15-second 
delay may be considered to protect House Members and information, and account for 
external threats. 

Question 24: As expressed in Question 1, will all House depositions be conducted on a 
platform that is FEDRAMP compliant? If so, will only one virtual platform be assessed 
and approved as a deposition platform?

Note: The questions and points expressed above in Questions 1-10 similarly apply to a 
virtual deposition. Although these questions are not re-listed here, they are essential 
topics to be considered and addressed should the House adopt virtual depositions and 
wish to adhere to House procedural precedent. 

Procedural Requirements

Question 25: Prior to COVID-19, depositions conducted in person introduced challenges 
in Member attendance and attentiveness, often due to both the political nature and length 
of the proceedings. Should depositions be adapted to a virtual platform, the challenges 
could be accentuated. In order to protect Member authority and prevent depositions from 
becoming staff led, will the House consider a requirement establishing a minimum of 
Member participation? For example, in a virtual deposition, should Members be required 
to ask three quarters of all questions on camera, live, on a platform that allows for a 
multi-thumbnail view of all Members on the “dais”?

Question 26: Should staff be allowed to ask questions during a deposition, will the House 
require all participating staff to be visible on camera to verify their identity?

Question 27: Transparency and press accessibility are essential to depositions. What rules 
will the House establish regarding the livestreaming of depositions?

Sincerely,

Rodney Davis
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on House Administration


